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— oy oR, 
poo. ‘In athis totter I will attempt to give you, briefly, what 

actud vy heppened in Dallas. 

eee "there as a conspiracy, of wiich both Kennedy and the Secret 
. ” Service weriFwell aware, which encompassed killing Kennedy at the 

=, sale tes overpass and causing a race riot by erroneously blaming the Negro 
omployées OMe Sho, Texas Book Depository for the murder. 

- ghes ae weanough, an anti- -Kennedy ad was placed in a Dallas 
wate ‘Impeach Warren" billboard was evident in the city 

hich’ ir Ruby! photographed for evidence. . 

- *The prot was to blame bigotry and racial hatred, start a 
“BAce riot; ,#and “knock, out the extreme right by indirection, or 
false induction.’ This is evident by "racial bigotry” statements 
immediately after the assassination by Hale Boggs (who had not at 

_ that time ‘been named as a member of the Warren Commission) Chief 
a , Justice, Warrer, €ov. Brown, The U.S, Information Service and many 

itt hows - media. 
ay oy . , Ff wt? 

eT - ‘In: addi ti oh’ tothe Negro identified as the one’ who ate the 
hicken: (wht ch“ late was reported to be two days old) there was 

a Negro: Adenttfiéd as having run away from the bridge (see Keller- 
——- mary, Testimony » * 

* ®. “ “When: phis” plot against Kennedy was discovered, it was decided 
‘gL t ‘to pat’ aman in the building (Oswald) and have him discharge a 
_ i: “fire” cracker as “the : president's car full of secretly disguised 
- # agents | ‘and ‘Seénet. Service men came around the corner. A man named 
» ® AD. Tippit: Wasi representing Kennedy in the car and as the fire- 

2 sGracker. went. off he. exclaimed "My God, I've been hit? 
. . ® $ ne il , 

8 If all ‘hed | zone well the car would have gone to Parkland Hosp- 
ital-and some CoH” the conspirators arrested near the bridge. Lee 
Oswald was toxbe arrested on the spot and charged with conspiring 

os to shoot:the: Presidefit. This would have pulled the rug out from 
' under the "Extreiie Right Bigotry" bit and left the hatrdd group 

out on a. ‘Limb... 

wg ver, gona counter agent found out about the protective 
re - captoneae & ai gunman wth a silencer was placed directly across 

: ws the, stréet. a an gwald. “This man killed Tippit and the agent in 
a 1 SE in''froglt por him. 
ee 
° [ae These two men were hit almost identically since only their 

- .. heads and shoulders were exposed to view, Tippit posing as Kennedy 
had his hair piece loosened when bullets hit his head. The car 
stopped momentarily, as it had been initially ordered to do, and 
then under emergency conditions, raced for the hospital. 

Ss 
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Both men were taken into the hospital with coats over their 
heads, and the agent impersonating Mrs. Kennedy had a thick coating 
of blood over the entire front of her clothing. 

. gt sthe hospital a decision had.to. be made, since two dead bodies 
had” arrived instead of one simulated one. : 

"Kennedys" death was not announced until one otclock. This 
was done to@llowtime toset up a fake killing of Officer Tippit in — 
the Oak Cliff Section near Ruby's house, to Sstablish*the existance 
of another body, and explain the absance of Officer Tippit. 

Arrangements were made to have Tipcoit's body go to Methodist & 
Hospital @instead of Parkland Hospital. Whaley, the cab driver, - drove from Methodist Hospital to the Greyhound Bus Depot when Lee 
Oswald #2.was waiting (more of this later), 

-_ ‘The fake killing of Tippit was set for 1:06 P.M., and was. 
duly announced over the police radio, - 

% 

4 Tippit was announced D.0.A. at Methodist Hospital eight min- 

# 

utes later and Tippit's body was secretly moved from Parkland to 
“Methodist where it was received normally as if he had been brought 
-in from Oak Cliff. 

Tippit had four bullets in the head and shoulders.(a strange 
way to be shot from close range by a man on the street). His 
wounds were then announced but no autopsy was conducted. 

Meanwhile at Parkland the other agents body was placed in a 
casket, and immediately taken to Airforce 1 for flight to Bethesda. 
This was done even though, by Texas law, an autopsy should hawe 
boen performed, 

Agent Kellerman testified that the body he viewed at Bethesda 
had a gun shot wound in the right shoulder (Volume 2, Page 81, 
Warren Report), and the physician performing the autopsy, Dr. Humes 
burned his notes, for obvious reasons, ; 

Let's get backip the Book Depository and trace Mr. Oswald's 
Movements and analyze his part in the Tippit affair, 

First let's be specific and call the man who was to be arrested 
in the protective plan as Oswald #1, and the man who threw the fire- | 
cracker as Oswald #2. Oswald #1 was placed under arrest momentarily 
“until the tragic mishap to Tippit was discovered. He later was 
allowed to go to the 2nd floor, drink @ coke. and subsequently got 
in Mrs. Paine's station wagon outisde of the building and drove ee 
away With a stranger (see Deputy Craig's testi-mony) about 1:00 P.Me . 

«Meanwhile, Oswald #2 walked East about 7 blocks, got on a bus; 
went a short distance, got off near.the Depository Building and then ” 
walked South to the Greyhound Bus Depot. There he rendezvoued With — 
the cab driver coming from Methodist Hospital. 
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OS He immedtately deft with the cab driver and drove one block P house, established his presence there by going 
6 light tan jacket on. He was last seen 
Pe pol 

ropped a jacket (light grey this * 
© establish Oswald's supposed line 

“€he conflicting witnesses to the Tippit affair are typical of a@° "murder" which never took place. 

The discarded cartridges were identified as those from an _ automatic pistol by reliable wtnesses in Warren Report testimony though they had to be distorted to revolver cartridges later. 

These automatic pistol cartridges had to ballistically match bullets subsequently removed from Tippit's body and placed eo Ay iden&s. This was done by simply picking up the cartridges gedi by ‘the killer at Houston and Elm Streets and placing the landscaping near 10th and Patton where they were con- aiently found by confused "witnesses" 

Mr. Oswald #1 had by this time found himself with:the cooper- ation of the Dallas police safely in jail, where he was formally Charged with the Tippit "murder" ; all this to his surprise since | his role had changed, 

Phere was & prearranged. plan to photographically sliminate bim-on nation wide television, and as the telephone operator over- he “If anything goss Wrong, proceed as planned" This was done an Was photographically eliminated at 1:07 exactly 1.8 hours after the death of Tippit. . 

_- Oswald repeatedly said that he was only charged with the murder. of Tippit whitch was true since this was his assigned role after the mishap to Tippit. 
"Oswald "the lone Marxist Assassin" was picked for the job pposite end of the political spectrum from the "Far 

ad out of the bigotry bit. 

ince is history and it surely did repeat 
én Commission painted itself into a corner along 7 and wrote an indictment 

afia which actually did 
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A" 3 . meee \ 
Coe a -  BHE STRANGE DEATH OF OFFICER TIPPIT | 

> At 12:30 Ps M..on Nov. 22%:11963 at the corner of Houston and Elm 

treats, two men met their death. | 

these men was Officer J. D. Tippit. I do not 

er manj; however, history will. show that both 

ie to. protect their country. Whether they suc- 
r country was protected is another story. 

his story will piece togéther the fabric of intrigue and attempt 

pull away the veil of. sesrecy that has shrouded the evetts of Dallas 

Y approximately two years. 

- I do know that a group of Secret Service Agents had formulated a 

‘ng plan to prevent a coup d'etat in Dallas that warm and sunny after- 

The vast amount of: detail involved with respect to the coordin- 

a.of their work with Ehe President of the United States is also an- 

r story, and will not be introduced here. 

Me the presidential automobile rounded the corner and 

West down a gradual slope toward a railroad underpass. 

' Contrary to all recognized knowledge throughout the world today, 

@ President of the United States was not in the car. Taking his place 

was @ remarkable man. His name was J. D. Tippit. What J. D. stands for 

$s not known. I suspect his first name was Jack, but perhaps this is 

“one of those mystical musings that are associated with these affairs. 

At.the exact instant of the inception of this daring protective 

wnat 12:30 P. M. a flurry of shots were heard which sounded like 

r.ckfires of motorcycles. These shots were fired from two silenced 

jomiatic weapons and the overkill accomplished the assignment of death, 

ad two trained agents lay dead in the presidential limousine. 

: . As reported a thousand times in a thousand different ways the car 

- paced to Parkland Hospital, a.bare five minutes away. What most people 

- in the world tody do not know is that these men were taken into Parkland 

_ - Hospital through pools of bjeod, and with coats thrown over their faces 

“even though the injuries to doth men would have caused them to smother 

‘bo death if they had been alive. 

< However, they were dead. At this instant the apparatus of the 

ited States Secret Service went into action. The terrible fact was 

confronted. The danger to the United States lay in this..terrible 

. Nothing else mattered. This secret could not be divulged at 

U, 

4 

8 Ball cooperation with the Dallas police was mandatory, and it was 

fore than fulfil! 
cule from all. ove 

a. ‘The police organization that was to suffer ridi- 

the world sufferaj it in silence. : 

g. 
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Ze “ | THE STRANGE DEATH OF OFFICER TIPPIT 

The police radio put out ry call to Tippit to move into the Oak 
eo C1irr section to be in readiness for. some emergency, and plans were 
cael mede to.transfer MIppitls bodys from Parkland Hospital to Methodist 

| Hospital. . 

“The. ‘enormous “job of aecounting for two bodies had to be faced, 

gtory of “the ‘Pippit. milling: in the Oak Cliff Section had to be 
riedly coordinated with the release of "Kennedy's" death to the 

xi ous world. 

The police radio had to be used; there was no other way. 

. Reports went out that’ Tippit was first D. 0. A. at Parkland, and 
then another D. 0. A. report at Methodist Hospital. 

Phe details of the. ambillance pickup at Tenth and Patton Streets 
ere never clearly delineated, 

Pro stems Were staggering, Automatic pistol. cartridges were used 
s ish ballistically the’ link between Tippit's wounds and cart - 

und near Tenth and Patton. Unfortunately a witness knew the 
‘erence between automatic pistol cartridges and revolver cartridges. 

Police broadcasts referred to Officer Tippit even though no other’ 
cer was named in the broadcasts. It was necessary to establish 

he illusion that Tippet was alive and in the area. Tippit never res- 
pended to the police call from headquarters. 

“Since Tippit had. been selected to take President Kennedy's place 
‘the car his pictures had to be at a minimum or surely someone would 

; Saget ae the striking simularity in the appearance of the two men. 

Care had to be taken to eliminate details such eas the exact nature 
of Tippits wounds. Contact had to be carefully made with Mrs. Tippit. 
Release was obscurely made that Mr. Tippit was shot in the head and 
shoulder four times but no exact details were given or some inquisitive 
person would wonder why he was not shot in the stomach, which is the 
‘cust cmary type of short range shot for murder in the street. 

oe . ‘Numerous questions would surely be raised, such as why Tippit was 

“ pYding alone and why 2B. did not call in on the police radio for help; 
however, time would take..care of this, as it eventually did and the 
body politic went. blissfully back to sleep, 

: there was the question. of witnesses, but here again time did its. 
Job. and | onfusion ratgnedy, . 

es : Probably the. ‘most: valuable asset was the fact that both Secret . 
“ Sarvice ‘men had just their head and*shoulders visible, and they were 

hit almost Adentically. ‘A certain amount of confusion would be useful. 

The timing of the Tippit affair. was extremely important, and some 
officials were very disturbed” operating under this terrific strain. 
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Page 6 
THE STRANGE DEATH oF OFFICER TIPPIT 

er ae It was no wonder that a fight broke out at Parkland Hospital. | __ fhe brave agent taking Mrs. Kenned “coating of olood ovér her dress w _ having been applied similiar to t 

y's place had arrived with a 
hich to one witness was described as 
he application by a paint brush. 

cy. This Samé agent had made a desperate attempt to secure a piece of Tippit's hair piece which was torn loose by the impact of the bullets. 
Explanations had to be readie das to the lack of this blood on Mrs. Kennedy's dress on the flight back to Washington. 

. Pictures in a national magazine clearly show Tippit's hair piece coming off. Subsequent issues had to be ch 
oe 

anged at great cost to el- -» iminate this telltale picture, 
, 

’ Explanations had to be ae 
forthcoming to medicaily convince a doubt- & profession that fragments of "Kennedy's" head were projected both ‘orward- and backward; however, after the hue and cry died down and the iectorate went back to sleep there would be no more questions raised, 

“Whe police radio reported that Mrs. Connelly was to be flowan in to Dallas from Austin, Texas. This report was buried under a vast amount f trivia and this was not considered a problem. 

as i a few people and could be easily pressed, 

. One agent described 
n@.different than thos 
8 testimony was buried 

the wounds he viewed at Bethesda Hospital as 8 reported by doctors at Parkland Hospital. real deep and never reported to the press. 
ae . As time went on the lack of any animosity on Mrs. Tippit's part », @8d the tremenddus amount of Sympathy and monetary contrioutions were not noticed by a stupified world and the startling evidence of only Mrs. oo J. D. Tippit crying during those "Four Dark Days" went unnoticed, 

cg Thus We:.gee that the Strange Death of Officer Tippit went down in -. Bistory to a predicted oblivion of 75 to 100 years and perhaps never. 
This is certainly int 

> in the interest of Trut. 
he grand tradition of the Secret Service but 

Truth has prevailed. 
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George C, Thomson 

KR. PENNEINGTON, 
The name of our program tonight is "John F, Kennedy's Assassination" —~_ 

Quest for the Truth, We are in the offices of Mr. George C, Thomson, 

‘Engineer in Sendade, California. The offices are located at 1528 

Canada Boulevard, Suite 208, Glendale, California. Mr. Thomson has published 

ba book entitled SNORE QUEST FOR TRUTH", a quizzical look at the Warren Report, 

or "HOW PRESIDENT KENNEDY REALLY WAS ASSASSINATED", Mr. Thomson, what made 

you w write this book? 

wR, THOMSON 
The reagon 1 ee this book was because on the day of President 

Kennedy’ 5 death I had tickets to a football game in Stanford Stadium, Palo 

Alto. But when I got up..there, we couldn't go to the game because the game 

“wap ¢ancelled so we stayed at our friends' house and watched the pageantry 

on television, and it struck me that the events depicted on that day just 

couldn't possibly have occurred in reality. So from that day on, I accumulated 

all the data that I could possibly in the way of information that might help 

me solve the murder mystery. 

‘HR, PENNINGTON 
You have just heard from Mr. George C. Thomson. I am lir. Pennington.. 

My wife, Kay, is next to me and across the table is Mrs. Thomson. Mrs. 

Pennington and I work for remote radic station as recording engineers. 

, However, tonight we will be acting as participants in a panel, and therefore 
will 

will not necessarily have an onjective view-point but will sometimes/join in. - 

I would like to ask ‘you, . first. ..why did you take a particular interest in 

the assassination, Hore so than the average United States citizen? 

‘i ‘don't think that a purposely took a direct, or more direct interest 

in is ‘than the average United States citizen. I find. that at the time of the 

Kennedy assassination, everyone was extremely interested in this matter. It 

was just that I was so convinced that that facts were not completely divulged 

9 
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MR, ‘THOMSON (continued) 
that I thought that eventually a solution could be reached by amassing and 

properly assembling all the matter and material that I could get together. 
UR. PENNINGTON 

- y I think you will have to admit ‘that not many people wrote a book 

4. @hout it, however. — 
“MR. THOMSON 

The writing of the book was not projected at the time of the Sennedy. 

assassination. The fact that I wrote a book resulted from my first, having 

determined how the President was killed, and then upon being rebuffed or 

rejected, why I attempted to, _Bive this information to the proper authorities 

including two members’ of ‘the Warren Commission, that I felt that the only way 

to properly}: project this information was to write a book about it. 
HR. PENNINGTON — 

From our talk yesterday, it seems that the nost conclusive eridence 

that you have is a conflict of where the shots came from than what the Warren 

Comission produced. Would you like to explain how you arrived at your exHet 

spot of the origination of the shots? 

MR. THORSON 
, Yes. This was determined by the application of physics, mathematics 

and logic to the material that was available, on October 2, 1964 at which time: 

the Warren Commission reports were published in certain magazines. Upon 

acquiring the information that a bullet had struck the inside of the bullet- 

proof windshield, I came to the conclusion that this bullet had to come in 

through the side because the front and the rear of the automobile was 

protected by this bullet-proof glass. I was able to study the confi guation 

of this fracture on the glass, and by the energy disspelled into the glass 

and the radiation of the..... 

_ ER. PENNINGTON 
Can you stop right there? 

“MR. THOMSON 
Yes. 

MR. PENNINGTON 

Was there some conflict as to whether there was a shot and bullet hole 
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MR. PENNINGTON (continued) 
in the glass, that is, the windshield of the car. Can you give us any reason 

or evidence supporting that there was actually a shot that struck the window? 

Yes. 
MRS. THOMSON 

it-is in the Warren Report. 
MR. THOMSON 

Before the Warren Commission conclusions were available as of this 

date, October 2, there was much conjecture as to whether the bullet had struck 

the outside, had completely penetrated the windshield, or had struck from the 

inside. But the speculation was set at rest by the Warren Conmission where 

they definitely stated’ that the bullet had hit the inside surface of the wind- 

shield and had left lead residue on the inside of the windshield. 
MRS. THOMSON 

Wasn't that the key to the whole thing? 
MR. THOMSON 

The bullet was the key to the unraveling of the whole mystery. 

MR, PENNINGTON , 
Alright, now continue with the explanation. I am sorry I interrupted 

you but a lot of people aren't aware that there was even a shot in the wind- 

shield. 

MR. THOMSON, 

Yes. This windshield shot is shown in Warren Commission documents in 

various places, and the FBI had made a spectographic analysis of this bullet 

and it was published that it was lead residue left on the glass. Now this 

bullet was important because it gave me a rough angle of fire which was, in 

general, in a northwest direction because this is the only way the bullet 

could have come into the car and etched the glass in this manner, 
NR. PENNINGTON 

What direction was the Book Depository building? 
MR, THORSON. 

Well, you have to have a reference point so I will take as the reference 

point the point where the true assassin was actually standing. With this used 

as a reference point, the trajectory of the windshield bullet would be in a 

roughly northwest direction, This would place the Book Depository in a 
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MR. THOMSON (Continued) 
northeasterly direction from that point. 

MR, PENNINGTON : a 

Now you have diagramed the remainder of the shots. You say there 

were 7 or 8 shots. Can you take it from the first shot all the way through 

the seventh or possibly eighth shot? 

MR. THOMSON 
Yes. The first shot is best stated by reading page 20 of my book. 

So with your permissién, I will give this to you. "Briefly stated, these 

results were as follows. The assassin stood approximately five feet scehind 

the curb on the grass, just west of the Depository window, near the monument 

location at the southwest corner of Houston and Elm Streets. The first shot 

hit President Kennedy in the throat with the bullet coming out of his back, 

just as the car was making the turn on Houston to Elm Street, at a position 

almost immediately below the sixth floor Depository window. The car was in 

the second traffic lane from the curb with reference to the southwest corner 

and was proceeding at approximately 15 MPH. y This disposes of the first shot. 

Now the second shot ig described as follows: "As the car progressed further 

dow ulm Street, Governor John Connally of Texas was shot in the back with 

the bullet striking his hand and thigh, as he was turned to the right in an 

effort to determine if the President had been hit. This bullet was recovered 

on a stretcher af’ Parkland Hospital, since unlike the first shot, it had no 

escape from the automobile. It is also interesting to note that this bullet 

was reported to have weighed 158.6 gramg,, which is in excess of any 6,5 mi 

aamunition made by Yestern Cartridge Company." This disposes of Shot #2. 

Shot #3 is described in a testimony bya Secré Service agent in which he 

testified that the bullet furrowed President Kemedy's head. In other words 

he saw the hair of President Kennedy's head fly forward. ‘The fourth shot is 
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-@ shot which struck the. ooeipital protubence of Kennedy" s head on the right 

Side and exited through the front part. of his forehead. This shot was almost 

instanteous with the one which furrowed the President' s skull. 

KR. PENNINGTON 

This indicated an automatic weapon, doesn't it? 

Mii. THOMSON 
Yes, the assassin was using an automatic weapon which, of course, 

allows the shooting of the shots at much more rapid specd than a revolver 

or bolt-action rifle, 

MR. PENNINGTON 
I might add that we have many pictures in the office of the actual 

assassin, and it is apparently published, and you will come to know him very 

well before long. But I would like to continue with the rest of the shots. 

HR. THOMSON 
fes. Shot #5 was a shot which injured the President's left temple. 

Now in studying carefully the position of President Kennedy's head as he 

gradually sank to the left, it is conccivable that his head reposed in such 

@ position, dipping over to the left side, that this ghot either penetrated 

or grazed his left temple, This shot is described by Dr. McClellan in his 

report, which is on file in the Warren Commission report. This shot was also 

described oy Father Eubert who was a Catholic priest; one of the priests who 

was in attendance when Mr. Kennedy was given the last rites. So now we have 

described 5 shots. We shall now describe the 6th shot. The 6th shot was the 

windshield shot which came in through the side window of the ear and hit a 

piece of chrome and thence was deflected to the windshield, etching the wind- 

shield from left to right, and tHis shot shattered the bullet into two 

fragments. The two fragments of which were found in the front compartment of 

the car. This left a lead residue on the windshield which was determined by 

technieal authorities and also carefully set forth in the Warren Commission 

y : ) 
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MR. THOMSON (Continued) 
which would exclude this bullet having been fired by a metal-jacketed 

bullet, Ye are now down to the 7th shot. The 7th shot is a shot which is 

designated as the "Tague" shot. It is so designated because a man by the 

name of Tague was hit in the cheek and injured by this bullet, way down by 

the underpass. This bullet was fired at level trajectory from the same 

origin shots that we have described and traveling over the ground at 

approximately 5 foot distance therefrom, it gradually sank in a flat 

trajectory and hit the southwest curbing of Main Street, approximately 

24 tect/ of the concrete abutment, A study of the maps and photographs . 

of this area shows that this is directly in line with where the assassin 

was standing. This curbing was spectographically analyzed by the FBI and 

found that it had lead residue to the exclusion of any material that would 

be deposited on it from a metal—jacketed bullet. So we have described 7 

shots, two of which have been analyzed as lead bullets. The next bullet 

is the oth obullet which hit in the turf or ground at approxinately 20 feet 

easterly of the "Tague" bullet and almost directly in line with he same 

direction as the "Tague" bullet. So here we have a chronological history 

and a pictorial history of 8 shots and, of course, each one of these shots 

can be directly understood and logically explained to have come from the 

same point of origin as being five feet back of the curb, way up, just across 

from the Depository doorway. Now, of course, you did mention that we did have 

a picture of a suspect. And this was determined after our office had 

deteruined where the shots came from, So simple a matter to look in the 

available magazines and pictures of the area, and we simply picked the suspect 

out from the crowd, 

MR. PENNINGTON 
Very interesting suspect he is, too. The man is standing in a slightly 
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WR. PENNINGTON (continued) 
crouched position and seems to have a very large cape on, #row the appear~ 

ance of the black and white photograph, it looks like a black cape. He is 

also wearing a tall hat. It is almost like something out of history. It 

looks like John Wilkes Booth. | 

MR. THOMSON 

Yes. This is very, very fascinating to see how this man would have 

been dressed at the day he decided to assassinate the President. 

ER, PENNINGTON 

People all around him are dressed in light clothing, right?. . 

Ma, THOMSON, ; 
Yes. Now, Sid, I will give you this magazine, which is the Kennedy 

Memorial Magazine of LIFE which sells for o0¢ and it is my understanding 

that all this money goes te a memorial to charity set up by John F. Kennedy, 

I think it is quite a tribute that this magazine, when the people find out 

that the murderer of John F. Kennedy is depicted in sequence picture 1 in. 

color in the magazine, it should be of such a tremendous sale that everyone 

Will want to write to LIFE to pick this magazine up since it will go down in 

history as one of the most strangest phenonema of all time. 

MR. PENNINGTON Boa 
Yes, I recommend this picture to anyone interested in this case. Ido 

not see a page number, 

BR, THOMSON 
It would best be described as the first color sequence, 

AR, PENNINGTON | 
The color sequence. looks like movie film, And a man is standing just to" . 

the left of the ‘limousine and to the right of the, picture, And at the end of the 

hand, you can see. an object, And out of this object is a small white gas. cloud, 
Would you have a good explanation for the gas gun? Would you elaborate on this? 

ik. THOMSON 

Yes, It wasn't until we had done considerable research on this were 

we able to explain this. strduge gray cloud of gas that was emitting from the 
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Ms THOUSON (Continued)  - 
muzzle of this gun and also the rather large profile of the gun. Our office 

undertook to study very carefully the movements of all the people in the 

vicinity of the assassiny And. we found out that there is no sign of recogni-~ 

tion oy these people that they had heard a sound. fe then studied the 

famous Altgens photograph and noticed that everyone was reaeting to a 

sound and looking over to the Depository doorway. Well, it soon became 

quite evident to us that this man was using a technique that is used by 

only professional killers in history, and that is the use of a silencer 

screwed into the end of an automatic pistol. This silencer is a metal shroud 

that contains fiberglass detoning material and vaffles. It is of course a 

very efficient for reducing the noise level of the shot to that of an , 

echoing motorcycle backfire or any other sound of the same frequency.that - 

. you would get where a car or motorcycle actually had a silencer on it. 

MRS. THOMSON 
With all the motorcycles in that parade, it would be pretty hard to 

pick out the differention of sound then, wouldn't it? 

UR. THONSON . 
Yes. Well reading the Yarren Report testimony carefully, you find 

constant reference to the fact that these people heard a sound that sounded 

very much like a backfire of a motorcycle. But what they were hearing was 

the backfire of this automatic pistol spitting out these bullets, 

WR. PENNINGTON 

Now we have at the same time evidence from the Warren Report that there 

were firecrackers lit off in the vicinity of the Book Depository doorway. Can 

you tell us more about that; the names of the agents. 

MR. THOMSON 
I have gone through the agents affadavits and testimony before the 

Warren Commission and I find, that without exception, all of these agents 

refer or differentiate from the sounds from those of shots to firecrackers, 
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te the right rear'of ths automobile. If you wish, I can go through sone of, 

ER. THOKSON (ectetmnda) 
Almost every agent refers to. the fact that he heard a firecracker £ going off 

this testimony, 9 

BR. PENNINGTON 
While you are looking it up, I wanted to ask you about the medical 

report too; that part of your trajectories out of the medical report say 

that the bullets went in a 12 degree angle » while from the Book Depository 

Window was 21 degrees, 

MR. THOMSON 
Oh yes. At the Book Depository window, the surveyors from the Warren 

Coumission estimated, I think, 21 degrees 34 minutes. Of course, it is 

ridiculous for a flat trajectory of such a bullet. 

“MRS. THOMSON 
Well, I have this report from an anatomist. 

MR. THOMSON ‘ 
WE wo Oh, yes, it is interesting that I subuitted my material to an.’ | 

experienced anatomist. An anatomist is a specialist in the position and. 

placing the organs of the human body. Now this lady went carefully though 

on her own research, not mine, and cane to the same conclusion I had come ‘$03 7 

namely, that President Kennedy had been shot from a point that was at eround 

level and not from an aagle shot from a window. And I would like to read: 
you her individual and independent research into the location and directit 

of shots baged upon aneétomy. itself and disregarding any nethods of wine 

She says "Regarding the fatal Wound. The point of entry inte the skull 

was situated in thé posterior sealp approximately 2.5 centimeters rataediy, 

to the right and: slightly above the external occipital pretubarances the ext 

yound was discovered in one. of the fragments of the skull blow off by the 

force of the wallet. the exact portion of the skull which contained the” 

bullet wound was not deacribeds although it eould have been, This statenent | vss 

is made. Roentongrane of the skull reveal multiple minute metallic fragnente: , 
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KR. THOMSON 
. Yes. It looked like a really peculiar affair because Oswald seemed to 

be behind and yet these two policemen had their arms wrapped around each 

other like they were arresting themselves. And Mr, Cswald had a.big goose- 

egg over his eye, as if he had a huge swelling. Now, it seems strange that 

this swelling would come up so fast when they were just dragging him out of _ 

the theater bodily. 

i. PENNINGTON 
I was asking you before about these pictures of the assassination scone 

that were taken. Has anyone conducted an investigation to see about where 

Mr, Brennan was looking, He is suprosediy the only eye witness to the fact 

that Oswald was shooting from the window, and his position is exactly 

described in the Warren Report. He should be seen in some of the photegraphs. 

Mi. THOMSON 
Well, I haven't been able to find him. He probably is there if you look 

real close. Of course, ne was up supposedly sitting on a concrete fence 

further toward the corner than where the assassin stood, which was richt by 

the monument, 

MR. PENNINGTON 

Mr. Brennan states that Mr. Oswald was standing and leaning against the 

left hand side of the window, and firing downward at the President. Now the 

windew, as we all know, was only 1/4 open. And the Warren Commission says 

that Oswald was either kneeling or lying down on the floor shooting at the 

President. Now Brennan gave a complete description of Oswald, in spite of 

the fact he was 6 stories up and behind the sill of the window and the win- 

dew was 3/4 closed. 

MRS. THOMSON 

And the sun was shining on the window. 

MR. PENNINGTON 
There were boxes all around the window. And as Donna said, there was 

sun shining on the window so you have reflection, and yet he gave an exact 
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‘MR, PENNINGTON (contiriued) 
description of Oswald. In fact:thy used that description to arrest him. 

MR. THOMSON 

Yes, 

MR. PENNINGTON 

Now how could he have possibly have seen his height when he was in a 

kneeling position, and again he testified, that he was standing. So he 

obviously didn't get a good look at him, 

MR. THOMSON 
Well, I am certain that Mr. Oswald's description, as far as a suspect, 

was well known long before Mr. Brennan came on the scene. If you will study 

Mr. Brennan's position, it is inconceivable that Mr. Brennan could possibly 

have seen Mr, Oswald if he were in the position that the Warren Commission 

places him, which was behind the left part of the window which is depicted 

by a simulated shooting in the Warren Commission phetograph, 

MRS. THOMSON 

Another thing is, Oswald definitely was left-handed. And net many marks~ 

men even could lean on their left side and sheot left-handed, and be a crack 

shet. 

Mit. YHOMSON 

Yes, 

MR. PENNINGTON 

The bolt was on the right side, and he would have had te cross his left 

hand ever the tep of the rifle in order to operate the bolt. Unless he did 

it right hand, and if he did it with his right hand then it would have been 

very clumsy and he did very well in his shooting in spite of that fact. 

MR. THOMSON 
And it is strange that as one observer brought out, the fact why was he 

using a telescopic site because it would be more disadvantageous to use it 

than with a manual site at this range. Because you have to bring your eye 

en te that telescopic site and bring the crosshairs right on te target 

after each operation ef the bolt. He mast have premonition of the exact 
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' MR. THOMSON (continued) 

point that the President would emerge frem the tree and have his eye glued to 

the telescopic site at the exact instant that he emerge from the tree. This 

is absolutley ridiculous. He couldn't possibly have done it. 

Mi. PENNINGTON 

The Commission says it was 8/10 of a second after the limousine emerged 

from the tree that the first shet was fired. He would have to have lined the 

telescopic site up while the President was behind the tree. How could he 

have possibly known where the President was going te emerge? And yet his 

shot hit perfectly. , 

M2. THOMSON 
The motorcade was 5 minutes late, And if Oswald was lying in wait, in 

the manner they claimed, he would.. 

MRS. THOMSON 
His arm would have gone to sleep. 

MR. THOMSON 

»-she would not know not know when exactly the President was going to 

come around there. 

Mn. PENNINGTON 
That is another interesting point that I just thought of when you 

mentioned that the motorcade was 5 minutes late. An employee in the Building 

Bonnie Rae Williams stated that he was the one who was eating the chicken 

and drinking the coke on the 6th floor; that it wasn't Oswald. All the 

newspapers and television reports led us to believe that Oswald was sitting 

up there eating this chicken and drinking coke prior to the assassination. 

Now this other employee says he was there just 10 minutes before the 

assassination. 

MR. THOMSON 

Which would give Mr. Oswald just 5 minutes to find out that Ronnie Rae 

Williams was just getting out of that particular leaction, for him to take 

his gun out of this mysterious paper sack and screw it all together and 
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MR. THOMSON (continued) 
assemble it, load it with bullets, line it up so precisely that in 3/10 of 

a second he could have the President lined up on his telescopic site, Five 

minutes; now would anyone “in their right mind allew themselves such a scant 

period of time to do such an important jeb? 

HRS. THOMSON 
Oswald was supposed to be insane, so he could do this. 

-MR. THOMSON 
Well, he was the lone Marxist assassin because if they made him anything 

else but the lene Marxist assassin, there would be a conspiracy involved and 

it would be a Federal case conspiring to overthrow the Federal government. 

MR. PENNINGTON 
It kind of did overthrow the government, didn't it? Now back te Oswald 

in the Book Depository Building. The FBI ran tests for nitrates or powder 

burns on the employees, Could you tell us about any conclusions? 

MR. THOMSON 
Yes. There is a testixony that came out very late that just barely 

squeaked into the Warren Commission Report but it is very interesting reading, 

It is by an expert in the physics laboratory of the FBI in which he is cross- 

questioned about the tests that were conducted to ascertain if Mr. Cswald had 

shot a gun. One of the tests was the preparation of a plaster cast which is 

placed over his face in order to pick up any residue to make an anylsis to 

see if he had actually shot a rifle. Well, surprisingly enough, this plaster 

cast showed more evidence of powder burns on the outside of the cast than on 

the inside contact surface where it was right against his face. This is so 

full of incongruities.. Oswald just rubbed his face over the outside of the 

cast before it was even set up. 
a 

Mi, PENNINGTON 

The official FBI report states that there was no trace of powder burns 

en his face, right?! 
Hi ma 

MR. THOMSON r 

I would certainly conclude this when the man states that there is more 

evidence on the outside than on the inside, This was a kind of an atomic test aes 
: « Tho aison , | | LJO 



eed 

‘yy? 

-ME. THOMSON 

. 
: 
A 

MR., THOMSON (continued) : | itt 
that is differentiated from the standard nitrates test, and is conducted, 

under very careful control to find the presence, I beliere it is, varium 

and antimony of some characteristic elements that would be indicative of _ 

this. Then this expert goes on te say that these same elements od be 
traced to spray painting or other materials. He, in no way, could possibly 

form a conclusion that Mr. Oswald ever shot a rifle, 

MR. PENNINGTON 
I haven't read that part of the report but I know Mark Lane stated that 

the FBI said |. 
definitely/tha at thére was no trace of powder burns on his face, and also 

that there were traces’ of powder on all of the employees of the Depository 
! : Building because of handling wooden crates. 

‘ 
} 

Well, yes, if Mr. Oswald had lit a firecracker, } his hands would show 

the same reaction to nitrates test as the discharge of a ‘percussion cap of : . : 
“ 4 

.& gun, 

Mi, PENNINGTON a | 
And it is true that! “firing a bolt action rifle like that with your eye 

up te the telescopi site, you would have to have traces of powder on your 

face, 

MR. THOMSON 
I would presume 50, I can't claim to be an expert on such things but I 

de know from reading the testimony that the FBI agent found more evidence 

of powder buris da the outside of the cast than on the inside. 
j 

i \ . 

MRS. THOMSON 4 4 
Now lef, us ge back te Oswald's autopsy and the lady who wrote about the 

autopsy report: ye Oswald, ‘and that he must have been shot with two bullets. 

We all pe Jack Ruby, ond that he shot him with one. a 
i. 

# 

Aertain tines came to our attention during the conduct of this investi 

gation that” “eal us to suspect the actual happenings in the basement of fre 

7 tity, Jail hea Oswald + was béing transferred te the County Jail. I took the 

f/



4 

Oe 
A i 

MR. THOMSON (continued) 

liberty of sending a copy of the operative record of Lee Harvey Oswald to 

an experienced anatomist in order to determine if the operative record truly 

represented the history of where the bullet came from, Of course the 

_ bullet, according to all pictures and all testimony, was fired frem his left 

‘as Jack Ruby stepped out from the crowd. It was discharged in the Jower 

part of Mr, Oswald's terso. Well, handing this over to this lady and she, 

without knowing any of the reasoning behind our request, made a complete 

and anatomical study of the wound as it was pictured traversing through 

Mr. Oswald's body left to right. It is interesting to read some of her con- 

clusions. She states that the entrance wound over the left lateral chest 

a #8 : 
cage; this is a very indefinite location, It would have to be pretty high 

however to have penetrated the spleen, which is located up "against the 
oat 

diaphragm. The Pathologist mentions a hole in the diaphragm. but doesn't 
te 4 , 

say just where, 'T assume it is on the left side since he mentions it at 

ew! 

the time he is discussing the pathology of the left thorax. , Destruction of 

upper medial surface of the spleen, if the bullet penetrated from the left 

“it would have had te destroy the lateral side surface of the spleen; not the 

u “a : , 

medial surface, To destroy the medial surface only, the bullet! would have 

i 

to penetrate from front to back er from back to front somewhat obliquely 

a . a : 

and net from the side, especially the left side. (3) The bullet entered 

the retroperitonorial area about the midline in the area of the pancreas.” “ 

"It must be noted that the pancreas is not located retroperitonorially but 

is at the level of the inferior vena cava and superior mesateric artery 
3 fy 

but somewhat in front of them. The bullet passed through the inferior vena 

8 . ” 8 . 

caya, exiting to the right. It also sheared off the superior mesateric 

: it . 

artery where it branches off of the aorta, This is all right as far as it 
AD 

goes but. then, the Report gees on to say the pancreas is shattered in the mid- 
# 

pertion. ‘le the buljet were coming from the side, it would not penetrate 
4 
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MR.. THOMSON (continued) Bite. THOMSON (Oswald operative report) 
beth of these areas, It would have to come from the front toward the back 

direétly in or clese te the midline." Then she goes on to diagram this 

thing. Then she continues and says "the bullet passed through the superior 

pole of the right kidney, The right kidney is normally somewhat lewer in 

‘position than the left kidney. But even so, the superior pole of the right 

kidney is somewhat above the mid region of the pancreas and quite 3 3 bit 

‘dorsal to the back side of it since the kidney is retroperitonorial. The 

7 pullet passed through the lewer portion of the right liver lobe and exited 

through the right lewer chest Cage. This is rather arbitrary... Again it is 

an example of the -vague lecations in these reports. One wonders where they 

got their training. The liver is the organ which is closest to the Wrentrel 

er belly surface and if the bullet passed at the point designated: javthe 
we 

drawing then’ 44 could’ have exited through the right lewer liver lobe which 

is on the opposite side, but lecated on the ventral surface. I am not sure 

hewever, that it could have passed through the kidney in jthis trajectory. 
. i 

This leaves us with the wound at point (b) and she diagrams it, which must 

“have been made by anether bullet if the directions in the autopsy report are 

to be believed, The autepsy repert states "post operative diagnosis--na jor 

vascular injury in the abdomencchest. Yet ne where in the report does the. 

pathologist indicate that any chest bleed vessels have been damaged. As a 

matter of fact, he implies. just the epposite. (a) There is a hele in the 

diaphragm but no hemetherax, that is, ne bleeding of the thorax or chest. 

(b) There is ne 19 hemepericardium, that is, ne bleeding around tae heart. 

Where then was the major vascular injury in the chest? So you see, in \ 

sunmation, thet this bullet came in from the side and in se dotrle injured * 

or penetrated the medial surface of the spleen, and then came itn again and 

shattered the mid section ef the pancreas, which is the next organ over and 
} 

still ventral or bell} side of the person. Then this strange mpaet went \ 

i 
} 
t eorge ... Thor 



THOMSON: (continued) (Oswald operative report ) he ‘rear te the dorsal part of the bedy and severed the mesateric artery 

fhe aorta, which is in that pretective area laying in the middle of 

«yep beck. And then this bullet exited through the lewer right rib cage 

Ayinig ‘subeutaceously, there, or right belew the skin. So, it leaves a. mystery 
i 

_ 48 telWhother this man had been killed with two bullets or one bullet that 
was different from the ene shewn so vividly in the photographs ‘and on 

television. 

‘MR. PENNINGTON 
However, he was still alive when he was on the stretcher and taken out, 

a 

according te eye witness reports. It seems to be possible that he was shet 

then again later on, 

MR. THOMSON 
Yes. It seems like he was either not shot and the report was in error 

er he was shot twice and the surgeon made an operative record of someone who 

was shot in a different manner than was portrayed in all the testimony, and 

on television, 

MRS. THOMSON 
Well, let us! not eet so technical, Did semeone sneak into the hospital 

reokm and sheot him’ ‘wp agein? 

MR. THOMSON , 
These are; questions that should be investigated, Evidentally the Warren 

. Commission hap taken these reperts at face value without the amount of ¢° 

investi gatiye work on the murder of Oswald is ridiculously small cempared 

with. the infrostigative work on the President, Now this is a human being 

. just dike / /anyone else. Why wasn't a thorough job dene of this thing? 

MRS. THOMSON 

We, they. can never de it now. He is in a great big cencrete vault. 
. \ 

- wR, THOMSON \ 
Well, this vault is 2700 pounds, almost 14 tens, reinforced concrete, 

Wen wy is it oan ths man is buried in such a substantial,...I am a Design 

tifeor and bélseve ie, if we had the jeb of designing a 2700 pound vault 

“as 4p norially for a transformer or gas main down under the ground. 
B A . 



MR. THOMSON (continued) 
Fossibly Mr. Oswald's remains are going to remain "remains", 
MR. PENNINGTON ’ 

it sounds like his body is more well protected than the 

tresidents'body. oe . fl 

MR. THOMSON 5 - 
Yes, more well protected than s valve on the main line of 

a 
a 30~inch gas line. 

MR, PENNINGTON 
Looks like we will never know what happened. 

MR. THOMSON 
Oh, yes, we are going to find out. 

MR. FENNINGTON © | 
Well, I think we have laid « basic groundwork considering 

the facts of the assassination and we haven't covered every- 

thing. We should point that out. There is a lot nite evidence 

that George has in his office; photographs, letters, manuscripts, 

warren Report, everything concerning it. And if any of the 

listeners are, interested in following-up or checking out any— 

thing that we have said “here, they are welcome to go. up to 

George's office. What are your hours? 

MR. ‘LHOMSON 
-We are there from 8 until 5, and our addres ‘is 1528 

Canada Boulevard, Glendale, Suite 208. We would be pleased to 

go over any. of this detailwith any of the interested people in 

your audience. 

Ma, PENNINGTON. On All right. Now I would like to go into some of the specu- - 

lation. ideas that any of us here might have as to what actually 

did - hépben, and why it happened, and who was behind it? . We have 

fairly well’ established that Oswald couldn't possibly have done 

ite | “I don't think that this is anything that we have discovered, 

This is something that is common knowLedgeamorfy anyone who ‘beg 

studied the, > facts. | 3 y 
. iy F ; i ro? 

Pas 



eR THOMSON 
Anybody who ds sophisticated enough to have studied this 

“will certainly conclude that Mr. Oswald couldn! t possibly have 

killed Fresident Kennedy. 

MR. FENNINGTON 
Now, if he didn't do it...this is something that is SO 

. fantastic and so grave in its implications. It involves 

deliberate falsification of evidence, deliberite not even call- 

ing witnesses who in any way would show thet Uswgld was innocent, 

involves deception by government agencies, by newspapers, maga- 

zines, etc. This is the most amazing and fsntastic news story 

that has ever hit the United States, or even the world for that 

matter. The implications are so vast that it staggers the 

imagination, I would like for you, George, to give us your 

idea of what really happened that day. 

MR, THOMSON 
It is a shocking thing and you hate to think of it being 

true but one is forced to the conclusion that certain members 

of-our Government are implicated in this murder. Because this 

murder could not have been perpetrated without participation or 

cognizance of high Government officiuls. The fact that this 

murder has been so skilifully and carefully covered up is 

indicetive of the fact that these people,who sre covering this 

murder up, had prior knowledge of this thing. And your; state- 

ment about the implications of this thing is indeed true. it. 

is staggering. It touches our churches, touches our financial 

communities, it will probably, if this thing is ever divulged 
? 3 

and ever ‘reaches the full knowledge of everyone, will change 

our actual system and form of government. It will show people 

that our present Government is not what people are being led to 
‘ 
3 
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MR. THOMSON (continued) 
believe; that we are in some sort of control of a criminal 

group that can actually assassinate a Fresident and conspire 

to overthrow our Government without even the general public 

being cognizant of it. 

MR. PENNINGTON 
Not only that, but with the aid of some agencies, 

MR. THOMSON os 
Yes. This is what I say. These government agencies 

are in collusion the criminal societies that actually over- 

threw the Government. And, of course, the subsequent happen- 

ings since Fresident Kennedy's death are more glaringly under- 

stood when you know that Iresident Kennedy was murdered and 

the facts covered up in such 3 deliberate fashion. We have 

moved skillfully toward war, and these so-called actions by 

our military to, in the name of attempting to stamp out 

communism, you can see quite clearly now thst these things are 

criminal actions. And they are being directed by certain 

elements in our criminal society. 

MR. PENNINGTON | 
Would you go into 4 step by step anaylsis of what hapy ened? 

MR, THOMSON 
What actually happened? I shall piece this together as 

closely as I can possibly do so with the knowledge and facts 

that we have at hand. First of all, I believe, that the 

motorcade was directed to make an awkward Tight and left turn 

in front of the Depository Building; purely for the device of. 

putting it at a point where Mr. Oswald, who is acting as a 

protective agent of the Federal Government which, of course, 

then constituted in the presidency of John F, Kennedy, antici- 

pating a murder attempt down at the overpass and the motorcade 

was directed in front of the Depository Building to effectively 



. Te 

MR. THOMSON (continued) : 
atep the motorcade and create a diversionary action thet would 

/ simulate an assassination. And in this manner, round. up those 

who were responsible for this attempt and clean this’ segment a 

out of our political and criminal community. However, the 

criminal community was so smart to interdict or find out what 

the counter-constiratory effort was going to be, and they placed 

aman directly across from the Depository Building doorway and 

quietly opened up on the presidential motorcade with a silenced 

automatic pistol, so that no one could tell the correlation 

between the actual impact of the wounds and bullets and the 

sounds that were projected at the same time of the assassination. 

MR. FENNINGTON 
Io want to interrupt you at this point. If what you have 

speculated is true, it involves a precised timing between the 

two forces. ‘The firecrackers were discharged at almost the 

exact instant that you say the assassin opened up with his 

automatic weapon. Now without the firecrackers having been 

discharged, his chances of succeeding would have been much less 

and yet the firecrackers must have been discharged by the other 

side, ty the other forces that were trying to prevent the 

assassination. 

Ma. TPuOMSOn 
This is, of course, speculation and I feel that this is 

strongly the line of reasoning we should take. That the fire~ © 

crackers were discharged by the protective organization. Of 

course, the interjection of this man was nota complicated | 

matter ‘because all he had to do was stand there at that loca 

tion. © And as soon as the firecrackers were discharged, to open 

up because he had a range there of effective ‘fire at the time | 

and place of the discharge of the firecrae ckexs. 
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MRS. THOMSON. is. 

| He was also helped by the motorcycles. 

MR. . PHOMBON . 
Yes, and also, I believe, that he had prior knowledge 

that. the motorcade was going to stop. And, of course, this 

would have made a very simple target for him. These people in 

the car would be like sitting ducks. And contrary to reports 

in the Warren Commission, I am certain that the motorcade - 

actually did stop. Otherwise, how could Special Agent Hill 

have put his left foot up on the car and mounted the presi- 

dential limousine if it was. going at 15 MFH? 

MR. PENNINGTON 
We also have another photograrph, I don't remember if we 

taiked about it, where the car following Fresident Johnson's 

limousine had the door opened at the time of the first shot. 

, Now this photograph was changed in the Warren Commission to 

eliminate this car from the picture. There must have been some 

reason why this Agent inside the car had opened the door exactly 

at thet instant. It would be very difficult for him to know 

that something had taken place already. © 

MR. THOMSON 
Yes, I think that this man who opened this door so prema- 

turely should be called before the new investigative agency to 

investigate this terrible happening and asked what. event had 

caused him to open this door; why this car had suddenly lurched 

to a stop; and slso, why the Vice-Fresidential car and its 

immediate’ protective followsup car were the only two that were 

Left standing still in the intersection with the entire motor- 

cade going around them? JI think these things are very, very 

important and should be completely looked into. 

MRS, THOMSON 
Well, who was going to look into all this? During that 

parade, the. minute Kennedy was assassinated, and Johnson wasn't “of? 
. Gopyrighted 1965. _ _ George, C. Thomson



MR& THOMSON (continued) 
able to be the Head of the Government yet and he was in Dallas; 

and. almost all of the Cabinet was overseas in a plane on their 

way to Japan. 

MR. THOMSON . 
Yes, of course, this is a metter of record, Dean Rusk and 

a large number of the Cabinet Members were hslf-way to Japan 

and the plane was turned around and directed back to Washington. 

It is an unusual thing and I shall grant for so many Cabinet 

Members to be headed in one plane in such a time as this. 

Of course, none of them knew that lresident Kennedy was going 

to be assassinated. 

MRS. THOMSON 
--.And that they would be needed in Washington. 

Mar. THOMSON ; 
_ Yes. The fact that so many heads of state were out of town 

at such a critical point is something worthy of consideration. 

to see that it isn't repeated at some other time. 

MR. PENNINGTON 
You can continue on with your narration. 1 interrupted you 

right in the middle of it. 

MR. THOMSON 
Oh, yes, we have seen that the fresident was assassinated 

during the time that these firecrackers were being discharged 

in an effort to have a counter-move agsinst these men, and the 

element had moved this man in to a point where he was sure of 

not being detected, he had a silenced wespon, and he had the 

advantage of the immediate confusion in which it was pre-deter- 

mined that Mr. Oswald was going to be charged with this murder, 

and he-had éxcellent opportunity to flee the scene. He was 

probably half-way to Africa before Mr. Oswald even got into the 

- Chty Jail. 

Copyrighted 1662 
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MRS, THOMSON 
When you look at the pictures, you don't realize how neisy 

parades are, and how confusing. An awful lot can take place in 

a parade. There are all kinds of noises going on. 

MR. THOMSON , " 
tes, and we know that this is what happened but the impli-. 

cations of what has happened since are the things that disturb 

me. The fact that the Government has been effectively changed 

over and we are headed into a system whereby it seems that 

troops are, I read in. the paper just tonight that the Marines 

are going to effectively used independently of the Vietnamese 

‘in fighting that useless war over there in Vietnam. Now you 

asked me, Sid, to give you the outline of this: plot as I see 

it. , 

This is the way it stacks up. Months before the actual 

assassination, someone got the idea that fresident Kennedy 

would be assassinated when he went to Dailas. ilans were laid 

very carefully to place someone on the overpass and to have him 

shoot from there, Espionage agents, probably secret Service, 

discovered this. They reported their findings to Kennedy. 

Kennedy and his staff decided to trap these plotters by going 

ahead with the trip as scheduled but catch the whole group by 

having a simulated assassination attempt on the street approxi- 

_. mately 500 to 600 feet ahead of the overpass where they would 

be safe. The cooperation with the Dallas police, possibly - 

doctors, and many others were obtained, Their agent, Oswald, 

wae put in the Depository Building to promote the simulated 

assassination attempt. Of course, this is of record that the | 

PBI, knew of Oswald's employment there and followed this event 

quite closely. Everyone was cooperating. Eventually Oswald was 

Copyrighted 1965 , , 
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possibly one who could shoot with two automatics;probably tops 
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] 
| MR. “PRONSON ‘Coontinued) _ 

Go be cleared, and the real plotters would be caught with all 

3 the proof in the world. Ali would have gone well as planned - 

- exeept a third group, ‘or pissibly a splinter group from the 

main assassination group, found out about this “interdiction 

~ and “just couldn't. resist the opportunity. They put a man, 

. in his field; and perhaps flown into the country for the job, 

directly across the street from the fake or Simulated assassin- 

ation. All went as planned. The sheriff issued the alert 

five minutes early, fully expecting the catch the real culprits 

on the overpass. Then Kennedy was actually hit on the exact 

_spot of the simulated assassination. That is why one Dallas 

policeman said "I didn't expect that guy to do. itn, meaning, 

of course, Oswald. For awhile the Dallas police agtually 

thought that Oswald just got carried with the att. then they 

were notified that though they had arrested Oswald, ‘he had only 

"played" the role. So they couldn't hold him in jail. Then an 

entirely unrelated murder occurred , Tippit, so they held him 

for this murder, While confusion reigned, the actual assassin 

in the third or splinter group was to escapt very easilys, But 

one thing occurred that the third or splinter group had i not, 

known about and that was thst many photographs were taken at \ 

the exact spot of the real assassination. As good as the source, 

of their information.was,‘they didn't have enough of the details | 

to make their plan absolutely fool~proof. Kennedy's own pro- / 

tective group, who possibly planned the simulated assassination, 

were in a very aifficult position. They knew Oswald. was not 

guilty but they had no proof. They themselves had set him up 

te look’ guilty for awhile. This explains why more than one rifle 
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“MR. THOMSON (continued) | 
“Was ‘found. It is possible that someone did shoot a rifle out of 

the Depository Building. flowever , it looxs like the; firecracker — 

: opped by the third group to attract the attention of the 

“ Beoret: Service. | It is my opinion that the original group of. 

 plamess’ had no way of Knowing that the third or final group of 

planners had entered into this. Of course, it would have been 

wise to keep everyone in ignorance on this thing. Fossibly the 

third group rather hoped that the first group would eventually 

Heng be blamed for the whole thing. Now, that is the way r see it, 

sta, ae 
MR ‘PENNINGTON ‘ 

Well, ‘that is a pretty good anaylsis. However, in your 

‘tacts and/ evidence, there is more than I have at my disposal, 

| However y At involves a lot of intrigue, counterplots and a lot 

of simflggneous happenings that had to occur in order for the 

“apoassiiathon to be, carried out effectively. In my opinion, it 

was. ong group, and only one group. And the Fresident was not 

aware/ot enything that was going to happen. And the Secret 

Service, the men who were on the cars, were not aware that any- 

vaibg was going ‘to happen and that is why they were attracted 

by the firecrackers being discharged in front of the Depository’. 

‘Buiaing. a think it was only one group who planned it and 

garbled it out. And that Oswald was working for that group. 

Os Ana I can't tell you who it was. I have my ideas. But I ‘think 

if you: will look through the evidence and sift it all down, 

‘there | ds only ‘one abswer that fits all the facts and doegy t 

Leave! anjtining to the imagination. Otherwise you would have 

= SO many other things that. would have to have hapy ened and happen 

exactly right, and the eye witnesses had to see what they saw. 
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aghave dllaoned it and aanrded it out. 

> MRd PENNINGTON 

ee! sefgingasea 1965. 

“ye, PENNINGTON (continusdy 
Af. everything fell into place, it was only one group who could 

MR. PHOMSON | 
Well, this is not exactly correct inasmuch as the man who 

«hela. the cold deck, MR. X, his motions and actions weren't 

“subject to any timing by any other group. You have to find an 

explanation for the activities down by the bridge., This is a 

| very important part of this investigation. 

. MR, PENNINGTON I 
re! think those people down by the bridge were pert of this 

single group. 

MR THOMSON 
Well, possibly. We won't know for 100 years, ‘as Chief 

 dustice Warren, intimates. But, nevertheless, the man , MR. X, 

, was. independent . of any other ection other than the signal that 

the starting of a : foot-race as soon as that firecracker. was 

- dischsreed, which he EKEnew was going to happen, he could ‘open up 

and take care of his ‘part of this plot. \ 
4 
4 

MR. BENNINGTON: 
. Suppose the motorcade route didn't take that detour around 

the Flaza? This would have foiled the assassination. 

Mi, , THOMSON | 
Ay This is correct. . 

; 

“Suppose the firecrackers weren't discharged. This would 

@ allowed the Secret Service agents to see the real assassin 

possibly have prevented it. 

~ MR.| THOMSON | 3 
_ That is why 1%. is important to remember that this thing had 

to hdve direction ana had to have inception at the highest planes 

and highest councils of: govertinent. 

MR. PENNINGTON, 
‘Well, that itae}t as. indicative of a.... 

George C, Thomst: 
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“NRG THOMSON 
: cess ethis: is. Bs conspiracy, and it is of ‘shocking proportions 

‘that ‘the nen who axe represented and paid by tax-payers to 

répretent us i in. ‘good government are actually plotting the 

oe assasination and the’ ‘overthrow of our government, is an awakening 

that’ t the Auerican people: are going to have difficulty under 

stand jing. 

oo MR. PENNINGTON 
“Well, I ean! 't believe that the Fresident, being in his 

position and not. necessarily caring about his own life any more 

than many of us do and knowing that he is a "must" and his 
na position is one of absolute value, he wouldn't put that position 

in jeopardy by knowing that this assassinstion was going to be 

"carried out or at least attempted and ride in the motorcade. 

Ane in. addition to that, having his wife and the Governor and 

his: wife in the same car and jeopardizing ell those lives. It 

- gust doesn! '‘t stack up that he knew this was going to be carried 

out. 

MR. THOISON 
~That is true. This line of argument is valid. However, 

4 

I have given it a lot of thought and I find that there are’ sO 

naay things that would override it that my thinking is still 
RE 

along the same channels. For one thing, Fresident Kennedy knew 

thd he Was going to be murdered sooner or later. This, I 

velieve, to be afact. Now we can't very well dispute or throw 
g 4 

ye the’ evidence of Oswald being an Agent. I think it is 

—_ ial eputanie fron what our offices have been able to come up 

vit 18 that this man was an Agent. Now he was either a good 

ive oF a bad: agent. And from what I have been able to ferret 

prot this man. was Rot on the evil side whatsoever. So, if he 

Sop righted 1965 
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, MR. THOMSON ' (continued) - | 
was a good. agent, he would have to be acting in a protective 

capacity ro protect the Fresident of the United states. 

“Definitely, Tr agree with that 100% that Oswala was not 

i aiaibe: that: the. assassination was going to, be carried out. 

"However, rt think that this organization placed him in that 

position deliberately to make him a "fall guy} as he said 

> himself under interrogation by Dallas police and the FBI... 

‘that he was a "fall guy" and that he was framed. He didn't do 

vit. He never admitted his guilt. 

MR. THOMSON | 
a iIodon't recall him saying that he had been framed. Of 

- course; he was kept under interrogation for 12 hours and there 

were no. written records of conversations whatsoever. 

MRS. PENNINGTON 
“ Right in front of the television cameras, he yelled that 

he was a "fall guy". I remember that very plainly. 

MR, PENNINGTON 
I have a tape recording of his voice actually seying that 

he was a "fall guy" and he was framed. 

MR, THOMSON 
‘Well, then he must have been, if he said that because I 

don't have any knowledge of this. 

MR. PENNINGTON | a 
_ Well, this fits into the whole picture beautifully if he 

was the "fall guy", if he was framed for this assassination. 

This orgenization placed him up there and knew exactly what was 

going to happen and it fell into place perfectly with Oswald 

being arrested, and charged for the crime. 
. ¥ 

ad -THOMBON 
, Well, OF ; ‘course, I feel that there is some significance to 

the. fe dece that there was a complete denunciation of Mr. Oswald 

Copyrtahted 1965 © _ 
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. THOMSON (continued) = 
se he had some sort of a Marxist record. I feel that this 

tit fits in with our present current 

Phance on the face of the earth. 

op something to do with Communism. It seems to be 

a whipping toy owadays. I am a registered Republican but 

send the Marines and blame it on the Communists. This busi- 

ss in Santa Doimingo, where there was to have been 54 Communists, 

ind they sent, what, 54,000 Marines down there, And when ,they 

se UP, instead of 54 Communists they had, according to this 

, Borseh, 54, 000 Communists. All these people were so dis- 

curbed by veing shot by U.S. Marines that they were automatically 

lassified as Communists, 

» THOMSON 
Well, they just: turned to Communism because they were so 

indignant: about the United States charging in there and taking 

cover and they’ all went against the United States. They were for 

the United States until we sent the Marines in. 

MR, THOMSON . 
That is true. And what is that country? Uruguay, 1 think, 

that has been denounced as being Communist. These people are 

“anything but Communi st. ) 

8. THOMSON 
_ There As no more right wing country in the world than | 

8 asa ‘newspapers recently stated their views ‘that 

“Tals 46 a spits te The criminal actions throughout 

Log gitatited a tes 
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wild be sent into Lebanon. It was a white 

r there. Now it is certainly not true 

sm have any ideological comparison 

"Don t you think we are just a little too high-handed in 

“our Governnent if we are going to make plans to suppress up- 

Y ings before the uprise, uprise? 

Ss. THOMSON 
Well,: a don't think we should select ourselves as being 

‘some. ‘sort: ef great white fathers to dictate to the rest of the 

la what type. of ideology they can have. I don't see why we 

2 So. pure; when we can go and shoot a fresident on. the public 

eets: of Dallas and ‘then go over and tell every country that 

we are the moral leaders of this world, and thst we sre going to 
suppress: Nassarisn, we are going to suppress Communism, we are 
| going to suppress everything that we feel isn't particular to 

our liking. This is not the American peoples view-point. This 
x] 

evidentally the feeling ofa few, selected members of our 

ical and. financial communities who are imposing this dis- 
orted view ‘upon. the whole country. I read in just ast | Sunday's ° 

a6: that there was ee supposed plot to take over tHe Amazon 
Now ‘the Amazon basin is in Brazil. I subvabe it will be 

take over the Anezon besin. “This is becoming so glaringly 
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MR. “THOMSON | (continued) _ 
a parent that. it is a. eéupiete forgery or fraud; just like the 

onglusions of .the Warren, Commission are that blamed everything 

| . just pure smoke screen. This war in 

We are. going over there and fighting 

Q su “that the U.S Marines, the cream of our 

Gee: the best men in the United States, are going to be 

“used: freely and without anyone’ S cognizance or acquiescence 

just because of a presidential directive that these men were 

going ‘to “be used under the command of the Vietnamese government. 

Now this. is: a criminal act. I say this is criminal act. 

wR, PENNINGTON pe 
=a agree: 100% with you there, i think it happened in Cuba 

$0. Fidel Casto had noting to do with the Communists until < 

2. United States ‘Press accused him of being a Communist and 

$ revolution as being Communistic. And we cut off aid and 

“diplomatic relations and blamed the whole thing on the Commu-- 

pists until he was finally forced to go to the Communists for 

“help as he couldn't get it from us. 

MR. THOMSON 
ee 2 ‘think we better take a second look at what we are doing 

as far as. suppressing and - oppressing the world with our ignor- 

‘ance’ and our stupidity. or ‘possibly, it is even something more 

‘sinjster, Here we have a government... 

MR. PENNINGTON. | 
“ ja shold: it gust a second. I just remembered something I 

"read today about Fidel Casbro sending President Kennedy a note, 

just prior to. the assassination, which was calling for/ an 

" easement: of tensions bewteen the United States and, Cuba. I 

don! t ‘know it this had anything to do with it or is in any way 

relevant but it Ais. an indication that Fidel Castro still wants 
/ 



GPON (continued) 
e United States and. would like to get back into 

dust prior to the missile crises, 

cened to. be our real” threat. We ware afraid of this 

“Ew eure: that the listeners will think we: are digress— 

and... - oh 4 
€ really . 
e a minute. Just what/started the war in Vietnam? 

a the Buddhists and the Catholics. Now it has become 

, Twill tell you why it is being pushed, in my 

We have huidt up in this country such a complete 

pia diana» vith, our defense plants which, of course, 

1 oe dead all geared up. Ald ihe



a horrible halt. So we have to have 

[gh aodepresgton? —~By sending men 

MRS FENNINGTON | fy 
a I was. + going | to sayy George, that our listeners will probe 

This is why rotuatly i Sg ie the whole reason for it. 

eiaenk was. | killed, 80 that these aims could be carried 

Ne think that this is a digression. In fact, when ay 

W find ont where the actual point of origin of shots. 

dea ‘the President, and by logical deduction and. 

one more’ thet we can add. I would like to / :



fo cle 

inued ) MR, “BENNINGTON (€or 
mak: did take place that day. And I think - Rave the fact = 

only wey we are going to get: them is by a mass move to 

ist that. we. have them, t ‘would like to ask you for a 

“elo ing statement and tell listeners how they can find out 

S Usui tater ie they wish, and whatever you might have to 

"THOMSON 
oe ee ae 
—. Well, the only thing I have to say in closing,Sid, is to 

“ Seppeed a my geatitude to you and your station for being one of 

the brave people who will permit me to express my views on this 

terrible matter. I have found out, and as you may determine 

‘om reading my book that I have been thwarted in every manner 

Prom getting this to any responsible party or to any body who 

can bring this to the publics! attention. Now, here we have a 

ntry that is founded on a Constitution where one of the basic #7. 

is Freedom of “Speech and Freedom of Press. Well freedom of 

ech and freedom of press is fine but, if you are not allowed 

OP! given the facklity to pring your speech and press before the 

public, you “may as well not have that tenant or part of the / 

Constitution. So here again, Sid, I want to thank you for you 

/ and your station for allowing your listeners to be informed of 

ae how President Kennedy really was killed and the deep implica~ 

ng te our moral ‘and governmental foundations and to see what ‘: 

@ before us.



MR. THOMSON (continued) 
“time to cone Up to my office at 1528 Canada Boulevard, Glendale. 

terial, _ talk to our staff and see for yourself 

peaeil nape a. And: ig you. ‘pave anything to contribute to 

” this in’ the way of helping to eet this thing completely solved, 

The book, as you know, is called "THE QUEST FOR TRUTH", I+ 
doesn't purport’ to be the complete answer to this tragic affair. 

So lets all understand that you are free and. invited to come 

up to my office and see and debate this thing. Bring your views 

in and we shall see just what exactly what we cen do in the way 

of kicking this around, 

MR, PENNINGTON 
We thank you again Mr. and Mrs. Thomson for bringing this 

to our listeners. 
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